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Note to Dr. Bair, PNL:

Attached for your information is a copy
of a letter from LLL to Roger Ray regarding
the Atoll survey meeting. \
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. Mr. Roger Ray -3- April 24, 1978. .

The second option considers the use of a small tractor, with backhoe,
which will profile soil but will have insufficient power or scope to
provide new ground water sites. Added to the cost of option 1 will be
an equipment cost of 11.9K for a small diesel tractor of the Kubota class
(L245/DT). This unit will require 2 helicopter lifts from either the
ship to the island or between islands. In addition to.the sampling
required to meet the objectives of option 1, 955 additional soil profile
samples will be obtained which will increase the analytical cost for
soil and vegetation samples to 800K.

The third option requires the use of a larger heavy duty tractor with
sufficient power to not only profile for soi~+samples, but to excavate
sufficient soil in a reasonable time to permit us to establish new
groundwater sites. The added equipment cost fcr a diesel Ford tractor
is an increase of 3.6K over the costs for option 2. lieshould be able
to establish one new well a day, or at a maximum, 45 new sites. Analysis
of water from these wells will add 20K onto the analytical costs for
water analysis. Terrestrial costs will be on the same as option 2. The
disassembled tractor and fuel will require at least 2 helicopter lifts
every time the unit is moved. These lifts should be added to those
required to move personnel,.equipment, and the jeep (when necessary)
to assess the required flying time at the Atolls.

The above opticns are based on the number of samples we would actually
analyze. It is i~ssumedin these options that on several of the Atolls
the radionuclide concentrations and distributions will be uniform and
homogeneous. If this is not the case, then analysis of additional
samples may be required. Additional samples will be available because
we will collect Imoreat each Atoll than was considered in the above
cost estimate. . ..
Manpower requirements in the field fora marine and terrestrial option 1
are 9-10 people. A marine and terrestrial option 2will require 10-11
people, and a marine and terrestrial option 3 will require 12-13,people
in field operations. Me would also like to have engineers available to
rig the tractor and jeep to the aircraft and be responsible for asse~bling
and disassembling the tractor on the ground. Our own personnel have no
experience in prepar~ng slings.for tractors attached to helicopters and
have had Iimiteclexperience in assembling and disassembling units on the
ground. At the meeting, it was indicated that this phase of the operation
wouldbe our responsibility. Since we are concerned not only for our own
safety but for others as well, having individuals knowledgeable in rigging
and assembling of heavy duty equipment would be highly desirable.

There would be incremental manpower costs such as overtime/dislocation and
air travel for the number of individuals considered for any of the
options. Me estimate these costs at a rate of 100K/10 people for 3 months.
Shipping costs for the entire program are estimated at 35K.
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We also indicate, in the enclosed letter, that it will be possible to
conduct a [norelimited program, concentrating on 3 or 4 Atolls which
would reduce costs somewhat. We will require additional guidance from
Headquarters as to the desirability of this option and what Atolls “
should demand cur focused attention.

A summary of the estimated costs for the program looks like the
following:

Supplies and Equipment to get started ;
Marine Analytical Processing and Analysis
Terrestrial and Water Processing and

Analysis - Option 1
Terrestrial aridWater Processing and

Analysis - Option 2
Terrestrial and Water Processing and

Analysis - Option 3
Dislocation pay and Air Travel at a rate

of 100K/10 people for’3 months
Shipping Costs
Assessment

Minimum cost of Program

Maximum cost of~Prdgram

Thousands of Dollars

47-50
150-700

450

810

830

110-150

1;:

900

1865

.,

,,

The options and costs considered, we feel, are all reasonable estimates,
based on whatwe think we can accomplish operating from the Wheeling
with helicopter support within the time frame at each Atoll dictated by
the requirements of the aerial survey. In order to get gear orderedi
checked out and placed aboard the Wheeling be’Fore15 August, the ordering
must start now. All of our funds are committed for ongoing programs
the rest of this fiscal year, and it looks as thought 50K of new money
will get things moving. As soon as this money is available and we have a
guarantee that the entire program will be funded, please let us know so
that we can start ordering. It will be the responsibility of individuals
at Headquart~rs ta recommend to us which option we should take to complete
the type of program at the Atolls desired”to provide sufficient data to
estimate ingested radiation doses to individuals inhabiting the Marshall
Islands. .

Yours truly,

%
/

Victor E. Noshki

34-”
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Wil ‘1 L. o I 011
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Enclosure

cc: H. McCammon
R. Watters
Division of Biomedical and
Environmenti~lResearch
Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

;“:ye---’-=
T: McCraw

Division of Operational Safety
‘Departmnt of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

.
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E. Morimoto
R. Ragaini
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Mr. Joe Deal
Division of Operational and
~ Environmental Safety
DOE
Washington, DC 20545

Dear Joe,

In order tc propose
conducted in conjunction
we feel we first require

.

Eny meaningful sampling program that cculd be
with the proposed multi-Atoll aerial survey,
much nure iriformtion about the ship that is

proposed for use; proposed access met!~odsto the islands; availability
of small boats; type of qear we c~n take and plan to nove about cn ths
islands for either marine or-terrestrial sampling which, in turn, greatly
depends on the types of support the ship is willing to provide the
scientific parties; the current estimates cf tim to be spent at each
Atoll which will determine the amount of work we can acccriplishand the
availability of funds which will be required to proceed with any proposed
analytical phase of the program. -j

Marine Pr0cJr2id

If a vessel can enter the lagoons a marine collection program
should be considered,.toestimate dose from the marine foodchain.
Either a sufficient quantitycf the represent-ativeedible sp&cies be
collected for analysis or fewer fish and representative water sanples
collected to both cofiputeand co~pare concentration factors. These r

values can then be used to predict average conceiitraticnsin the mrine
speeies at the remaining Atolls. All sa:nplesshoula only be analyzed
for 137Cs, ‘OSr and plutcnium rzdicnucljdes by wt chemical methods.
These are the prli:cipaldose contributing radicnuclides in the r~arice
pathi{ay%t Enewetak and Sikini and it would be a wasted e:for: tc
consider looking for other redionuclides by either gamma spectron%try
or by wet ckmica-l rwttiodsat the other 13 Atolls. As a miriicm, at .
least 2 represent;itivereef species, co~fionlyconsmed, be collected
from 5 Atoll Ioca::icnsat each Atoll. five to 10 larger pelsgic species .
should be taken.from each lagoon. The fish ‘(~illbe dissected into
muscle, bone, skin, gut concents, gills and internal organs. I%e tisSU2S
from the reef fish at each l~~at.ioi:will be pooled for analysis while
the tissues of th!zpelagic spscies, providing t!mt large enough sar:plcs
are available, wiil be analyzed se;~rztely. This procedure will yi~ld
from 1170 to 1550 separate sa:n?les,w.ch to be en~lyzed f~r ~37CS, “Sr
end plIJtoniun, The ,arl?lyt~c~lcost c)=tblisprcgrm should run about
0.7 x 10’ Cs-i-lJrs.
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AS an alternative program, at least 2 reef species are again
collected from 5 Atoll locations and 5-10 pelagic spscics are collected
this tiiw, howevsr, from only 2 AtO~~s. !’!atersdnpl~s are also collected
in conjunction with the fish. Concentration factors are conputed from
the generated data and cortpareoto those a?ready available from Enewetak,
Bikini and Kwajalein. Only v:aterneed be collected et the remaining
Atolls. Nith the co?~putedco::centrationfactors, the average fish
concentrations at the remaining Atolls czn be-assessed. This procedure
yields about 180-?40 separate fish samples aridapproximately 100 water
samples requiring analysis for ~57Cs, 9oSr anclplutonium. The analytical
cost of this effort is nearer $150,000.

In addition to cost, the latter tiethodinvolves less analytical
sampling and shipping probiefisthan the all fish ceilecticn ~ethod.

Any existing graundwater wells and cisterns should be sampled for
radionuclides. Klio~~ingthe number of existing wells and cisterns would
help greatly in p-tanningfor this effort. Although it would be desirable
to establish new wells, I fdel thatthe available time and support recuired
for this effort would be insufficient to mount a more meaningful program.

Terrestrial Progr,~m—

If a dose as~essment is expecte( at the conclusion of the 13 Atoll
Survey then soil and vegetation samplifigwill be required. The aer~al
data will only give results for ga]~maemitters; we know from our ex-
perience at Bikini atidEnewetak that ‘OSr, a beta emitter, is one of
the major contributors to the potenti~l dose $0 a population. I!et
chemistry ~nalysis of soil and vegetation will also be required to
evaluate the potential long term effects from Pu.

Soil sampling will in fact be required to determine the depth
distribution of gamma emitters in order to quantify md verify the
aerial data. In additiCn, 90% of the total predicted dcses to”popula-
tions at Bikini and :newetak Atolls are due to ‘37CS and ‘“Sr ingested
via the terrestrial focdchaifis.”In order to properly assess this
exposure pathway soil profiles, surface soils and vegetation samples
will have to be collected for a:~alysisof ~37Cs, “Sr and Pu to
determine the potential raaionuclide uptake in subsistence crops. .

The degree to which soil and vegetation samples are collected
at the various Atolls depends upon the tim and su?port ‘wktichwill ha
available at each Atoll. !Jithspecific inforriationon these two items
a program could be cesigned which would be comparable with the time
and support avai”iable.

If on the averag~ 100 soil and ,soil profile sarples and 60
$f,--,--+:.- .

coll~ctcd :; 2:::\u~L+(iblu3sLi::J. :J ‘1-:::re , /.::011 t:.::, s27.73 ar,alysis

.
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for 137CS zfidv:etcksmistry analysis for gosr ~nd PU would be required

for nearly 2000 sarrples. The analyt~cal cost would be in the neighbor-
hood ofO.8 x 106 c!ollars. There would of course be other incren:sntal
manpower cOSts such as overtilw/dislocation pay ~na additional laboratory

preparation work m these salfiples.The number of samples estimated

above would be a minimal nmber for doing a reliable predictive dose
assessment at each Ato~~o

It is possible that it would not be essential to do the full scale
assessment at each Atoll at this tir~e. In that case attention could

be focused on three or four Atolls w!iichare now inhabited, o)”are
likely to be in the near future, and tkreDY ‘reduce t~lenmber of

samples required snd the subsequent analytical costs.

However, even to outiine a reduced program focused at only 3 or
4 specific Atolls will require Fore information or time at each Atoll
and available support during the survey.

Ne wi~~ be happy to help plan a more detailed program vihenmore
specific information is available.

Sincerely,-
)

.

. .

VEN:liLR:lb—

cc: ,Helen McCammon, CSER
Robert Natters, LEER

.“ Victor E. Noshkiri
Envi msntal Sciences Division

/V7h:. ‘+Q,&: .
“~’jyf ~--fi “v

William L: Robison ‘
Environmental Sciences Division
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